
The Sky Riders is a thrilling adventure story set in the 
future! It takes place on an island where people live 
in harmony with nature – so this pack focuses on the 
environment and what humans can do to protect it. 
Remember, we can all do our bit to help the planet!
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Teaching Resources
Tales from today: The sky riders

In Brief

Literacy lesson ideas
  If you don’t know what a word means, look it up in the Storytime Glossary.  
To build your vocabulary, why not learn a new word every day – and try to  
use it in a sentence!

  ‘The Sky Riders’ is set on an island that is very eco-friendly. The Class Discussion  
Sheet has questions that will get you thinking about how a real-life ‘green’ community  
might work!

  The story extract on the Reading Comprehension Sheet is from the very beginning  
of ‘The Sky Riders’. Can you find the rhetorical question and the onomatopoeia?

  The events from this month’s tale have been jumbled up on the Story Sequencing  
Sheet. Can you work out the order that they should be read in? Put a number after  
each event to show the correct sequence.

  Use the Storyboard sheets to tell the tale of Ulanta and Sami in your own unique  
way! It’s easy – just write in what happened under the pictures on these pages.

  You don’t have to stop thinking about a story after you have finished reading it!  
It can be fun to imagine what could have happened if certain things had been  
different – and the What If? sheet has some interesting questions for you to consider.

  ‘The Sky Riders’ is set in a future society where people have learned to live in  
harmony with nature. But what do you think an eco-friendly community would  
be like? Write about it on the A Greener World! page. 

 

           Continued on page 2...
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Literacy Lesson Ideas continued
    What do you think happened next on Novagaia Island? Do you want to find out more 

about the characters? With the Story Cards, you can create your own sequel to this 
month’s tale. Which characters should appear in it? Why not draw three cards to find 
out who will star in your  own story!

    ‘The Sky Riders’ features not one, but two cool kid characters – Sami and Ulanta!  
Can you answer the questions about them (and design cool stickers for them to 
decorate their gear with) on the Character Sheets?

1.

Science Lesson Ideas
  Most modern technology relies on a source of power called ‘electricity’. On the  
Is It Electric? page, can you circle the items that need electricity to work? We can 
generate electricity in many different ways, using a variety of fuels and energy 
sources. See if you can work out which ones are renewable (won’t run out) and  
which are non-renewable (will run out).

  The world is moving away from non-renewable and polluting fossil fuels and towards 
renewable energy, as this is good for the environment and helps prevent global 
warming. Find out more about these exciting new energy sources on the Why 
Renewable Energy is Best! fact sheet. Don’t forget to do some research of your  
own and add your own cool fact at the bottom!

  The world’s environment is changing, and we are hearing a lot about extreme 
weather and climate change on the news. Check out the Climate Change 
Vocabulary page, and see if you can match each scientific term with the  
correct definition...

  Many people are concerned about climate change and other environmental 
problems. But just like Sami and Ulanta, we can choose to live in an eco-friendly  
way and help the planet! Check out the What Can We Do? sheet for tips!

 

Continued on page 3...
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Art Lesson Ideas
  Imagine that you live on Novagaia Island, and you have been given a chance to come  
up with a cool colour scheme for one of the wind turbines at the Wind Farm. How would 
you decorate it? Colour in your design on the Colour a Wind Turbine! page.
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Mental Health and Wellbeing
  We humans rely on our environment for air, water, food and all our other needs –  
so protecting nature is good for all of us! But did you know that being in a natural 
environment can be good for your mental health as well? The Connection to Nature 
Index (CNI) is a way of measuring how much exposure to nature we have – and 
research backed by the UK government indicates that children who have the chance 
to play in and explore environments like parks and forests develop greater inner 
strength and independence, as well as a sense of freedom. This effect is especially 
noticeable in children with ADHD. 
 
So, do you want to become healthier and happier? Why not go and play in a park? 

 

4.



Want to find out what a word means? Look it up here!

The Song of the Wind (Page 6)

 Tuned – adjusted

  Harp – a kind of musical instrument  

with many strings

 Echoed – bounced

 Unbearably – almost painfully

 Wandering – moving about

  Rustling – a sound of things gently  

moving against each other

 Pricked up – lifted up

 Larks – a kind of bird

  Nightingales – a kind of bird that  

sings at night

 Mesmerised – hypnotised

 Fortunate – lucky

 Melodies – tunes

Planting the Seeds (Page 9)

 Loped – ran

 Nibble – tiny bite 

 Sharp – intense

 Mind – pay attention to 

 Flesh – soft part

 Cheeky – not respectful

 Chittered – said in a quick, chattering way

 Cores – middle bits 

 Saplings – very young trees

 Bore – carried

 Feast on – eat

 Pesky – annoying 

The Little Tailor Girl (Page 12)

 Countryside – area with lots of farms

 Threadbare – worn out

 Gruffly – in a rough way

 Forbidding – scary-looking

 Headdresses – things worn on the head

  Orphanage – place for kids with no 

parents to live in

 Nuns – holy women

 Herded – directed

  Sleep – gritty stuff you get in your eyes 

after sleeping

 Cathedral – large and impressive church

 Rapped – forcefully hit

  Stitching – joining pieces of cloth with  

a needle and thread

 Heroine – female hero

 Altering – changing

 Seamstress – female who sews

  A living – enough money to pay for  

what you need to live

  Frilly – with delicate decorations on

 Errand – short journey to do something 

Genie Appreciation Day (Page 18)

 Mango – a sweet tropical fruit

 Too demanding – asking too much

 Swept – moved smoothly 

 Whirlwind – whirling wind storm

 Trapeze – a kind of swing

 Plumped up – puffed up

Continued on page 2...
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The Queen Bee (Page 20)

  Was thoughtless – didn’t think about 

others or pay attention

 Hike – long walk

 Anthill – big ants’ nest made of earth

 Outraged – very angry and upset

  A spoilsport – somebody who stops 

others from having fun

 Beehive – nest of bees

 Eerie – spooky-seeming

 Abandoned – left empty

 Friar – a kind of holy man

 Accomplish – complete

 Hourglass – glass timer filled with sand

 Bill – duck’s beak

 Chamber – room

 Flummoxed – totally confused

 Queen bee – female leader of a beehive

The Sky Riders (Page 28)

 Hammock – hanging cloth bed

  Shock absorbers – mechanical parts that 

absorb jolts

 Chunky – big and heavily built

 Living-pod – small, compact home

 Generated – made

 Wind farm – group of wind turbines

 Wind turbines – wind-powered generators 

 Salvaged – found and reused

  Pulley-hook – combination of a hook and 

a wheeled mechanism to go along a cable

 Cable – heavy rope

 Lagoon – area protected by a reef

 Cable car – carriage that runs on a cable

 Motherboard – main part inside computer

 Capacitor – small electronic part

 Churning – rough and stormy

  

The Water of Life (Page 34)

 Toiled – worked hard

 Mansion – big, impressive house

  Horizon – line where the sky and the  

Earth appear to meet

 Base – bottom

 Boulder – large rock

 Mocking – mean

 Perilous – dangerous

The Sea Monster of the Oki Islands 
(Page 39)

 Martial arts – special ways of fighting

 Misfortune – bad luck

 Governed – controlled

 Offended – upset  

 Banished – sent away

 Distant – far-away

 Capsized – tipped over

 Staggered – walked unsteadily  

 Mournful – sad

 Pardon – forgive

 Menaced – threatened

 Shoal – group of fish  

 Barnacles – type of shellfish

 Thrust – poked

 Bursting – popping

 Relief – relaxation and calm

 Marvel – look in wonder
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1.  Think about the homes that people live in on Novagaia Island. What are  

two ways in which they are eco-friendly? 

                                                                                                                                      

2.  Where do people on the island get their electricity from? Do you think  

this is a good way to get electricity? Why or why not? 

                                                                                                                                      

3.  When do you think this story is set? Is it in the past, present or future?  

Why do you think this? 

                                                                                                                                      

4.  ‘The Sky Riders’ is a science fiction story. Science fiction tales are often  

set in the future, and almost always use scientific ideas or new technology 

as part of the story. What do you think life will be like in the future? Can you 

think of a science fiction story that you would like to write?

Answers: 1. They are well-insulated and made from recycled materials! 2, They get renewable energy from the wind turbines of the 
wind farm. 3. The story is almost certainly set in the future, after a climate disaster has affected the Earth. Remember that Sami’s mother 
is away, exploring cities flooded in a great disaster.  

Wind can generate 
electricity – but you can’t 
see it! How would you  
draw wind in a picture?

StorytimeTM
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Class discussion sheet
Let’s talk about... being eco-friendly! This month’s story is 
set on an island where people try to live in harmony with nature. What do 
you think we can learn from them?

Draw the Wind! 

Name                                                                         Class            



Answers: 1. Buzzing is an onomatopoeia. 2. The second sentence in the extract is a rhetorical question! 3. Swung is the movement verb.  
4. Sami’s wheelchair is probably technologically advanced because it has shock absorbers and an engine (which turns on by itself!).  
Sound Effects! You could use vroom or brrrrm! for a car, quack for the duck sound, and clang or crash for something hitting something else. 
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This month’s extract is from the very beginning of the story – see if you can 
find a rhetorical question and an onomatopoeia!

1.  In the first sentence there is an 

onomatopoeia (a word that sounds  

like the thing it is describing). What is it?

                                                                                                                                      

2.  A rhetorical question is asked to make  

a point, rather than to get an answer.  

Can you spot one in the extract? 

                                                                                                                                      

3.  What is the movement verb (action word) 

in the fourth sentence of the extract? 

                                                                                                                                      

4.  From the extract, do you think that  

Sami’s wheelchair is high-tech?  

What makes you think that?

SOUND EFFECTS! 
Onomatopoeias are words 
that sound like what they are 
describing. Using them is like 
adding sound effects to what 
you are writing! 
Which onomatopoeia could 
you use for these things?

A car’s engine?
The noise a duck makes?
Something banging into 
something else?
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Reading Comprehension Sheet

Sami was awoken by the buzzing of his third alarm. Was it 8.30 already?  

He would be late for school! He swung down from his hammock and into  

his wheelchair. Its shock absorbers cushioned the impact, and the engine 

buzzed as it turned on. 

“

“



Can you work out which order the events from the story should be in?  
If you need to, you can read the story again to check!

Ulanta texted her father. He sent a reply, saying that he was still at 
the wind farm. He was trying to fix a problem with the control system.

When he reached the bottom of the wire, he saw his friend Ulanta.  
She was a cool girl who liked making things out of recycled junk. 

Sami told Ulanta that he was missing his mother. Ulanta hugged him 
and asked if he wanted to come to her place for curry that evening.

Sami, Ulanta and Ulanta’s father then went back to Novagaia 
Island and safety on Sami’s wheelchair.

Soon, they were zooming along the wire to the wind farm while the 
storm raged around them.

Ulanta fixed the control computer using a computer part. The turbines 
were then able to fold up to protect them from the storm.

At the wind farm control centre, Ulanta and Sami found out that the 
wind turbines weren’t folding up because of a computer problem!

Just then, Opo the dolphin appeared with urgent news – a big storm 
was about to hit the wind farm where Ulanta’s father worked!

Sami told Ulanta that they could use his wheelchair to get to the wind 
farm and save her father.

Outside, he could see all of Novagaia Island spread out beneath him. 
He attached his wheelchair to a wire and went sliding down it.

Sami woke up and realised he was late for school! He jumped into  
his wheelchair and wheeled himself out of the living-pod.
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Story Sequencing Sheet

Name                                                                         Class            
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1

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

2

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

3

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

4

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

Can you tell the story of Sami and Ulanta in your own way?  
Write in what happened under the pictures below!

StorytimeTM
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Storyboard 1

Name                                                                         Class            
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5
________________________________________

________________________________________ 

________________________________________

________________________________________ 

StorytimeTM
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Tales from today: The sky riders

Storyboard 2

  

Using describing words!
Adjectives are words we use to describe what people or things are like. They can be 
used to say how big things are, what colour they are, or even what people’s personalities 
are like! Pick two adjectives from the list to complete each of the phrases below.  

1. A                                     girl

2. One                                     boy

3. The                                     father

4. The                                     dolphin

GOOD  
BRAVE  
LOUD 

BRILLIANT
AMAZING 

BEAUTIFUL

GREEN
SMART 
LITTLE 

BIG 
FUNNY  
TALL

DID YOU KNOW? In English, when we describe something,  
we put the adjectives (describing words) in a certain order! 

1. An opinion about what it is like  
    (e.g. nice or beautiful).  
2. Its size (how big it is).  
3. What it is like physically  
    (e.g. rough or soft).  
4. Its shape (e.g. round or square).  
5. How old it is (e.g. old or young). 

 

6. Its colour.  
7. Where it comes from (e.g. German  
    or  American).  
8. What it is made of.  
9. What kind of thing it is, or what it is for          
    (e.g. walking, football). 

Name                                                                         Class            
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3. Resolution: What if the cable back to the island had  
broken during the storm? How could Sami, Ulanta and Mr Akelo get back?  
Which character could come to the rescue? 

1. Set-up: Can you think of 
another climate change-related 
problem that could threaten 
Novagaia Island instead of a storm? 
What would happen to the island – 
and what might Sami and Ulanta do?

When you read a story, it can be fun to try and think of how things 
could be changed to make it different. How do you think ‘The Sky 
Riders’ would have ended if these things had happened?

StorytimeTM

Teaching Resources
Tales from today: The sky riders

What If?

2. CHALLENGE: Imagine if a 
huge storm had hit the island without 
warning! Where could Sami and Ulanta 
go for shelter? How could they help 
and support each other?

???

Name                                                                         Class            
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A greener world!
‘The Sky Riders’ is set in an eco-friendly community – but what do you  
think a really eco-friendly world would be like? What would it look like?  
How would people behave? And how would they get food and electricity?
Describe your “new world” here! 
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We can make a 
better world!

WHAT WOULDN’T THERE BE?

Write down three things that you definitely  

wouldn’t find in an eco-friendly future!



Try to create a sequel to ‘The Sky Riders’ using these cards! Draw three 
of them to find out who will star in your story, and then come up with an 
imaginative adventure for them to go on...

SA
MI

ULANTA

MR
 A

KE
LO

OP
O T

HE
 DO

LP
HIN

SA
MI

’S 
GR

AN
DM

A

SA
MI

’S 
MU

M
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Story cards
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What did you find out about Ulanta? See if you 
can answer all of these questions about the 
brave Sky Rider!

What words do you think Sami would 
use to describe Ulanta?  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                         __________
                                                                                  
                                                                                 

Come up with a cool ‘Sky Riders’ 
sticker for Ulanta to put on  
her school bag!

What is one way that Ulanta 
supported Sami in the story?
                                                                                     
                                                                                                        
                                                                                              

What is one thing that Ulanta is  
really good at?

What do you think Ulanta might 
do for a job when she grows up?

StorytimeTM

Teaching Resources
Tales from today: The sky riders

Character sheet: Ulanta
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Brave Sami helped to save the day in ‘The Sky 
Riders’ – show what you learned about him by 
answering the questions below!

Who are three people that are very 
important to Sami?  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  
                                                                                  

Come up with a cool ‘Sky Riders’ 
sticker for Sami to put on  
his wheelchair!

What is one way that Sami 
helped Ulanta in the story?
                                                                                     
                                                                                                        
                                                                                              

How does Sami demonstrate his 
bravery in the story?

What do you think Sami might  
do for a job when he grows up?

StorytimeTM

Teaching Resources
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Character sheet: Sami
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Renewable Non-renewable

Name                                                                         Class            
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Renewable or non-renewable? 
Some of our energy comes from non-renewable resources (that are used up and 
cannot be replaced), while others are from renewable sources that can’t run out.  
Can you sort these seven items into ‘renewable’ and ‘non-renewable’ boxes?  

SOLAR     GAS       COAL         OIL  
          WIND          WATER     GEOTHERMAL

Answers: Microwaves, mobile phones, electric torches, toasters, video games and electric lights all use electricity.  
Cars can be powered by petrol, diesel or electricity. Some clocks use electricity, but others don’t need it!  
Renewable or Non-Renewable? Solar, water, geothermal and wind power are renewable, while gas, coal and oil are not.

Electricity is a type of energy that is used by many modern gadgets. Can 
you circle the items below that need electricity to work? Two items can be 
powered by electricity, but don’t have to be – can you guess which ones?

StorytimeTM

Teaching Resources
Tales from today: The sky riders

Is it electric?



Renewable energy is the way of the future – it will help us to create a 
cooler, greener and more sustainable world! Here is why it is so good!

Unlike oil,  
coal and gas,  

renewable energy 
sources like wind, 
solar and hydro 

power will never  
run out!

Costa Rica in 
Central America is 

a renewable energy 
champion! In 2017, it 
used only renewable 

sources for 300  
days in a row!

Every hour, the  
sun radiates enough  

energy onto our planet 
to provide electricity for 

every person  
on Earth!

Geothermal  
energy uses heat  
from inside the Earth  

itself to generate power. 
Believe it or not, the 

Romans used this source  
of energy to heat their 

homes in ancient times!

Hydro power  
uses water stored 

behind dams to generate 
electricity. It is the most  
widely used renewable 

power source and 
generates 18% of the 
world’s electricity. 

Albert Einstein  
won the Nobel Prize 
in Physics in 1921 for 
his discovery of the 

photoelectric effect.  
This led to the  

invention of solar  
panels, which  

generate electricity  
from sunlight.
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We are already  
switching to renewable 

energy!  In the first  
3 months of 2020, 
sources like wind 
and solar power 

generated 47%  
of the UK’s electricity!

 

Wind turbines are a  
great source of power – 
and incredible pieces  

of technology! Modern 
ones can be huge – with  
108 metre long blades  

on a 222 metre  
diameter rotor!

StorytimeTM

Teaching Resources
Tales from today: The sky riders

Why renewable energy is best!

Find a fact! 



We are hearing more and more about ‘climate change’ and things like 
‘global warming’ and extreme weather. But can you work out what all  
of these terms mean by matching them with the definitions below?
Answers: .A – 3, B. – 6, C. – 5, D. – 2, E. – 4, F. – 7, G. – 1. 
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Climate Change Vocabulary

DID YOU KNOW? Many of these problems are caused by global warming,  
or the heating up of the Earth’s climate. One of the main reasons the Earth is 
heating up is that humans have been burning huge amounts of fossil fuels, which 
release greenhouse gases. Using less fossil fuel helps the planet! 

When a huge amount of water rushes across the land. Floods are caused by rising 
sea levels, overflowing rivers or too much rain.

Fierce winds, which become stronger and more frequent as the planet heats up.

The level of the oceans going up, caused by melting ice caps and rising temperatures.

Gases released when fossil fuels are burned. They heat up the planet.

Ice in the Arctic and Antarctic melting due to rising temperatures –  
which leads to rising sea levels and changing ocean currents.

A shortage of rain, caused by global warming and changing weather patterns.

The gradual heating of the planet, caused by gases released when fossil fuels are 

burned. It changes the world’s weather.A

B
C

D

E

F

G

1. Flooding

2. Greenhouse 
Gases 3. Global 

Warming

4. Rising  
Sea Levels 5. Melting  

Ice Caps

6. Drought

7. Hurricanes



The world is now facing problems caused by climate change, but there  
are things we can do to help keep the Earth cool and green. Here are  
some ways to make a difference – and you can add your own ideas, too!

Global 
warming! 
Humans use a lot 

of energy – which 

warms the planet!

   Put on a jumper 

instead of  

a radiator!

                           

   Water shortages! The world needs more water, 
and climate change is causing 
droughts in some areas!

 Don’t leave taps running!
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What can we do?

Pollution!  Our busy factories pollute the earth, air and water. Pollution is bad for humans and other life forms, and can lead to more global warming.
  Buy less and recycle more!

                                                     

Plastic in  
the ocean!   

We use a LOT of plastic 

nowadays! It can end up 

in the sea, where it causes 

problems for wildlife!

  Avoid using plastic bags, 

bottles and straws!

                                                
     

Greenhouse gases!  

Fossil fuels used in cars, planes and other 

vehicles release greenhouse gases which  

are helping to heat up the planet. This leads  

to many other problems!

  Walk or cycle instead of driving!

             
             

             
             

             
 

                   Habitat                destruction!   Animals’ native environments are being destroyed to clear land for more farms! 
  Support charities that protect rain forests and other threatened areas!
                                                      



Nowadays, most wind turbines are white or light grey – but there’s  
no reason that they can’t be colourful! How would you decorate  
the wind turbine below?
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Colour a wind turbine!


